Repository - Bug #2279
blank page on managers/contexts
19/11/2010 14:25 - Anonymous

Status:

Feature implemented

Start date:

Priority:

Normal

Due date:

19/11/2010

Assignee:

% Done:

0%

Category:

Estimated time:

0.00 hour

Spent time:

0.00 hour

Target version:

2.1.0

Complexity:

Normal

Description
blank page on managers/contexts
History
#1 - 19/11/2010 20:59 - Hans De Bisschop
- Assignee set to Anonymous
- Target version changed from 1 to 9
#2 - 22/11/2010 13:17 - Anonymous
No longer blank page, it opens, but error on selecting SurveyContextRegistrationLink
Fatal error: Class 'repository\content_object\survey\Utilities' not found in
C:\wamp\www\chamilogoogle\repository\content_object\survey\php\survey_context_registration.class.php on line 105
#3 - 01/04/2011 14:54 - Stefaan Vanbillemont
- Project changed from Chamilo LCMS Connect to Repository
- Category deleted (4)
#4 - 14/04/2011 13:47 - Stefaan Vanbillemont
- Target version changed from 9 to 2.1.0
#5 - 18/05/2011 10:59 - Anonymous
- Status changed from New to Needs more info
Dear author
The information you provided is not sufficient to locate and/or reproduce the problem.
Please be so kind to read the following article on how to report bugs.
http://support.chamilo.org/projects/chamilo-20/wiki/ReportingBugs
#6 - 18/05/2011 13:57 - Anonymous
Well this post has been moving around as you can see above. Just read and you will know that it was/it a repo problem related to the survey
application. As this application is now not installed in chamilo.hogent.be I cannot check whether this bug is still around.
#7 - 18/05/2011 14:23 - Anonymous
- Assignee changed from Anonymous to Anonymous
I knew it was in the repo, and I knew it was a survey issue (as stated in the header/other posts)... but still I have no steps indicating how to get to this
actual problem, what steps to take to reproduce this issue, nor a URL with loads of additional information that could make finding the issue a lot less
challenging.
I have spent the last 20 minutes inside the survey application (creating one), inside the repository (looking for the option mentioned
'SurveyContextRegistrationLink'), but to no avail, I simply cannot find the error page you are referring to.
A simple step-by-step comment on how to get to the issue, or a URL of the page where the issue happened (URL is different from the path in the
error, the path shows us where the error happened, not where it was summoned).
All these small bits of information mentioned in the article 'how to report bugs' help us locate the problem within a few seconds.
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#8 - 18/05/2011 14:38 - Anonymous
OK, you can continue lecturing if you want. This a six months old post, one of the 400+ I have posted.
I 've just created an account on the hogent dev server (waldorf) to be able to check this again.
I took me 20 sec. to see that this bug is no longer relevant. It is clear that a lot has changed (happily enough) in the survey application.
#9 - 18/05/2011 15:14 - Anonymous
- Assignee deleted (Anonymous)
#10 - 18/05/2011 15:39 - Anonymous
- Status changed from Needs more info to Feature implemented
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